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ABSTRACT Green's theorem is used to derive two sets of expressions for
the quasi-static potential distribution in an inhomogeneous volume con-
ductor. The current density in passive regions is assumed to be linearly
related instantaneously to the electric field. Two equations are derived
relating potentials to an arbitrary distribution of impressed currents. In
one, surfaces of discontinuity in electrical conductivity are replaced by
double layers and in the other, by surface charges. A multipole equivalent
generator is defined and related both to the potential distribution on the
outer surface of the volume conductor and to the current sources. An al-
ternative result involves the electric field at the outer surface rather than
the potential. Finally, the impressed currents are related to electrical ac-
tivity at the membranes of active cells. The normal component of mem-
brane current density is assumed to be equal at both membrane surfaces.
One expression is obtained involving the potentials at the inner and outer
surfaces of the membrane. A second expression involves the transmem-
brane potential and the normal component of membrane current.
INTRODUCTION
Developments in the physics of electricity, including experiment, theory, and in-
strumentation, have been closely associated with investigations in bioelectricity.
Of particular interest has been the study of the spread of electric currents, arising
from sources in muscle and nerve, through surrounding tissue masses and fluids.
Helmholtz (1853) provided theoretical foundations for this study in a paper of
considerable significance. Subsequently many theoretical papers have appeared in
the electrocardiographic literature. (Much of the work is discussed or referred to in
Hecht, 1957.) They have been concerned with potential distributions in conductors
of various shapes containing various sources, with techniques for handling this
type of problem including use of the reciprocity principle introduced by Helmholtz,
and with the inverse problem of determining a source (equivalent generator) which
could have given rise to potentials observed on the surface of a conductor. Results
have been obtained analytically, numerically, and with the use of models for a
rather large number of configurations including the human torso. One might men-
tion in particular the attempt by Wilson et al. (1933) to relate external potentials
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to time-varying distributions of current sources chosen to represent the spread of
activation in the heart.
In neurophysiology the volume conductor problem has been of importance in
connection with the interpretation of potentials recorded by extracellular elec-
trodes. Lorente de No (1947) derived an expression for the potentials outside a
long cylindrical axon based on the results of Helmholtz. More recently Plonsey
(1965) and Stevens (1966), using Green's theorem, have given expressions which
relate extracellular potentials to currents and potentials at the inner and outer sur-
faces of the cell membrane. One purpose of this paper is to point out that an alter-
native expression directly involving the transmembrane potential can be derived
from Green's theorem. In addition, the two expressions are generalized to include
the case of an inhomogeneous bounded conductor, and an equivalent source dis-
tribution is defined and related to the membrane potentials and currents and to the
inhomogeneities.
ASSUMPTIONS
The biological volume conductor problem is somewhat unusual in the sense that
the sources are contained in the conductor and do not result from induction. Several
important conclusions relevant to the analysis of the problem can be drawn from
studies of the electrical properties of body tissues. While the emphasis in the follow-
ing discussion is on electrocardiographic potentials, the results should be applicable
to potentials arising from nervous activity except when anisotropy cannot be ig-
nored.
First we note that the current density, J, in regions beyond the site of an action
potential is linearly related to the electric field intensity, E (Schwan and Kay,
1956). Furthermore, the capacitive component of tissue impedance is negligible at
frequencies below several kilo Hz of interest to electrocardiography (Schwan and
Kay, 1957), and in addition there is evidence that pulses with rise times of the order
of a microsecond suffer only minor distortion through the thorax (Briller et al.,
1966). Therefore, to a good approximation a region containing no bioelectric
sources can be assigned a uniform bulk conductivity a- so that
J = aE. (1)
A second important point is that electromagnetic wave effects can be neglected
(Geselowitz, 1963). Hence, at each instant the electric field can be obtained from
the gradient of an electric scalar potential, V.
E= -VV (2)
As a consequence of these properties of body tissues, the currents at any instant
depend only on the sources at that instant and obey the principle of superposition.
Formally we can represent the sources by a distribution of impressed current dens-
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ity or equivalently, by current dipole moment per unit volume, Ji. According to
this formalism, equation (1) is modified to include active regions as follows:
J = oE + Ji. (3)
Later we shall attempt to relate Ji to electrical activity associated with the plasma
membranes of the active cells. For the present, however, the sources are taken into
account by the addition of impressed currents to the appropriate conducting re-
gions. Neglect of tissue capacitance implies that as the sources vary, charges on
boundaries and interfaces redistribute themselves in a negligibly short time, or
that equivalently
VJ = 0 (4)
which can be combined with equations (2) and (3) to give
V*0VV=V-Ji. (5)
Let the surface Sj separate regions of conductivity a' and a", and let dSj be a
differential element of area of this surface. Adopt the convention that dS, is directed
from the primed region to the double primed one. Since the current must be con-
tinuous across each boundary,
I'VV' dSj = a"VV". dS,. (6)
Furthermore, the potential is also continuous at each boundary. Hence,
V'(Si) = V"(S,). (7)
Let dv be an element of volume of a homogeneous region, v, and let i/ and c
be two functions which are well behaved in each region. Green's theorem (Smythe,
1960) then states that
E f [~'(lIv' -+) -ov"(+,/'V& - "v)],,dSj
(8)
- Z f I[/V.-oVq - tV - aV46] dv.
Our problem is to determine V from a knowledge of Ji using equations (5), (6),
and (7). Several pertinent expressions can be obtained from equation (8) by appro-
priately identifying the functions 0 and &.
Relation of Potentials to Impressed Currents. In equation (8) let
A= l/r (9)
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where r is the distance from an arbitrary point to the element of volume or area.
Then
EIf [(c'v¢ -a I - (c/cu' - cy"4')V (!)]dSr (10)
-=Z f V.coV5 dv + 4wroXr
where o and q in the last term are evaluated at r = 0, i.e., the arbitrary point.
Two implicit expressions for the potential V can be obtained by letting
+=V (Case I)
or
= V. (Case II)
In the first case, with the aid of equations (5), (6), and (7),
4roV= f V J' dvZ V(a' -a)V(r-)dSj (1)
The first integral on the right may be transformed as follows:
f V (Ji/r) dv = f Jt/r dS = f (.i*V (!) + ! V.JS) dv.
ff Ji vanishes on S, the boundary of the region containing the sources, then
I
'V .Jt dv =-fJ.V(-) dv. (12)
Furthermore, at the surface of the body, S,, at" = 0, and equation (11) becomes
4-raV = f vi V(o'1 - )V(1) dS(
\rf
~~~~~(13)
-| aVV (-) * dSo
where the summation is now over internal surfaces of discontinuity.
In the second case, where mo = V, the result is
47rV = -J -VJdv - E (En' - En"") -dS (14)
ar ~~~~~~~~r
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where En is the normal component of the electric field, i.e., the component in the
direction of dS,. Define
Ej _ }z(En + En 2E)= 1En'(1 + a'/a) (15)
Then
,, ,
E, En"= En'(1 - 0'/a' ) = 2Ej (16)
and, with the use of equation (12), equation (14) becomes
47rV = !-Ji-V()dv+ Z2EJa dSj+ -dSo (17)
where again the term involving the external boundary is given separately.
Relation to Equivalent Sources. When measurements can be made in
regions containing sources, then in theory the source term can be evaluated using
equation (5). Measurements would yield information about the divergence of
Ji which has the dimensions of current per unit volume. On the other hand when the
active region is not accessible, the sources cannot be determined uniquely. In elec-
trocardiography, for example, measurements are usually made at the body surface.
Relations between these surface measurements and the source distribution on one
hand or an equivalent generator on the other can be derived from equation (8) by
letting V2\t = 0, where A and its first derivative are continuous everywhere in the
volume conductor. The result for Case I is
|J*V, dv = Z fV(o-' - o")V,,t-dSj + aVVV4J'.dS, . (18)
Let P be a fictitious volume distribution of sources in a homogeneous conductor,
o, chosen so that V on S0 is unchanged. Then
fS crVV ,'dSo = P-V dv. (19)
Consider that the conductivity at the body surface is constant and let its value be
0o . From equations (18) and (19)
aOL| VV4 dSo = f Vo/dv = fJ'.V4t'dv - (a'-a")VVOidSj . (20)
Equation (20) is valid for each choice of / satisfying the conditions specified
above. Note that evaluation of the integral on the left requires knowledge of the
potential distribution on the surface only. The fictitious, or equivalent, source
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distribution, P is not uniquely determined. Indeed there are an infinite number of
choices ofP which will satisfy equation (19). The multipole expansion (Wilson et al.,
1946; Geselowitz, 1960) provides a canonical description of P in terms of singular-
ities at a single point.
The various terms of the multipole expansion can be obtained by letting
#nm = (2 - OmO) (n -m)r! Pnp(cos eis (21)
where (r, 0, 0) are the coordinates of a point in space relative to the origin at the
location of the multipoles, Pn' is an associated Legendre polynomial, and Bm. is
the Kronecker delta which is unity for m = 0 and zero for other values of m.
Both n and m are nonnegative integers, and m is less than or equal to n. Note that
V 4/nm = 0.
In particular, the multipole components anm and bnm are given by (Brody, Brad-
shaw, and Evans, 1961).
anm + ibnm = f P*V4,m dv. (22)
Therefore
anm + ibnm = f0¢oVV74nm.dSo
(23)
= | Jt*VR4nn dv f (a' -at'")VV4innmdSj.
j 8Ej
Thus the multipole components can be evaluated from a knowledge of the surface
potential distribution and can be related to the actual source distribution, if known.
The monopole term aoo vanishes. When n is 1, we have the dipole term for which
4/lo = r cos 0 = z
#11 = r sin Oet- = x + iy.
If the dipole moment, p, is defined as
p _ iall + jbll + ka1i, (24)
then
|= o V dSo= Jidv- (v'-u)VdSj=fPdv. (25)
The five components of the quadrupole are obtained by letting n = 2 and can be
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evaluated in a similar fashion. Note that it is impossible from surface measurements
to distinguish among source distributions whose multipole expansions are iden-
tical.
Analogous results can be obtained for Case II. Corresponding to equation (23)
we have
- 2Eja'dSo [I V dy + E 2EJ/ dSjJ.~~VV~~FL.dJ3Y~~., + 0.
~(26)
=-ILfP *V. dv.
The difficulty here is that the integral on the left requires a knowledge of the normal
component of the electric field just outside the surface of the volume conductor.
This measurement would be extremely difficult to make.
Relation to Membrane Activity. Active regions such as the myocardium
have been represented above by a distribution of impressed current sources, Ji,
in a conductor. It is of interest to relate Ji to electrical activity associated with cell
membranes. We will assume that the interior of each cell is a passive conductor of
conductivity a,, while the extracellular region (including neighboring glial cells in
the case of a neuron) is a passive conductor of conductivity a.. The membranes are
sites of complex electrical activity; they will be excluded when applying Green's
theorem.
Again Cases I and II lead to separate formulations. In either case all regions of
integration are now passive and the term involving Ji disappears. Conversely, new
terms appear which involve integrations over the internal surface, S.in, and external
surface, Sm,, of each plasma membrane. The net result is thus to replace the volume
integral involving Ji with surface integrals over membranes. For Case I,
f J V(l)dv f=[
~
J i rVV, V (i)] (27)
-tf e [VVe - vev (-)] dSn;eSme re re
where ri and r. are distances from an arbitrary point to the elements of membrane
area dSmi and dSmc respectively, and V, and V. are the corresponding potentials.
Assume that the transverse membrane current density, taken positive outward, is
-Jm = O-i(VVi)n = O'e(VVv)n . (28)
Furthermore, if the membrane thickness is small compared with r, and ri and the
radius of curvature of the membrane, then to first order approximation, ri r, =
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r, dSmi dSme = dSm , and
f J V (r)dv = (-i Vi + ae Ve)VQ) dSm (29)
= (i Vi +cre Ve) dQ
where dQ is the solid angle subtended by dSm. In the resting state, where V6 and
Vi are constant over the closed surface formed by the membrane, the integral on
the right vanishes for points outside the cell. From equation (13)
47roV = S a Vi +mS Ve)(V ) dSm
(30)
-@t3V(,f-all)'V (-)dSj o-l VV ()dSo
Analogous results for Case II are
fIiJ VQ)dv =f| [QI _ ) Jm (Vi V,)V ()]dSrn (31)
4irV f ( - ) Jm (Vi - Ve)V (- dS + zf 2E_ - dS,
5m a0e Oi r r jS +a (32)
+ J2EjdSo
5o r
Consider the extracellular potential of a single unit. If the potential falls off
sufficiently rapidly so that effects of inhomogeneities in surrounding regions can
be neglected, then from equations (30) and (32)
4rV=Lm[(= I 1)I - (Vf - Ve)V ()} dSm(
JlVe i ViVJ dSdm
Now make the additional assumption that the term involving Ve in each integral
can be neglected in comparison with the term involving V . Then
47rV [(ae r - iV = -fV dVf (!Y ,dS,. (34)
It follows from equating the two integrals, as well as from Green's theorem
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applied to the interior of the cell (see Stevens, p. 168), that
f dSM - f Vi V -dS(35)
Hence, (see Stevens, 1966 and Plonsey, 1964)
47rV - m Vi JvdSmf dSmI (36)ae, in r ate- 3 r
With the same assumptions, the potential of an intracellular electrode is
47rV -f ViV!)dSmn (37)Jm i r)dm*()
DISCUSSION
Equations (13) and (17) provide implicit expressions for the potential inside and on
the surface of an inhomogeneous volume conductor containing a source distribu-
tion Ji. In the first case, each surface separating regions of different conductivity
is represented by a double layer whose magnitude at each point is proportional to
the potential. In the second case, which has a more direct physical interpretation,
surfaces of discontinuity bear a surface charge with a charge density proportional
to the normal component of the local electric field. The volume integral involving
Ji in each case is related to the potential that would exist if the sources were in an
unbounded conductor.
Both equations can be solved on a digital computer using iterative techniques.
Gelernter and Swihart (1964) originally reported a computer solution based on the
second case, while more recently, Barr et al. (1966) have presented a technique
utilizing the first case. The relation between these two computer approaches and
equations (13) and (17) is discussed by Geselowitz (1966).1
In electrocardiography the major discontinuities are those at the inner and outer
surfaces of the heart, i.e., at the interface with the intracavitary blood mass and with
the lungs. The changing impedance of the lungs during respiration probably con-
tributes more to the respiratory variations observed in the electrocardiogram than
does heart movement.
The equivalent cardiac generator in general and the manifest heart vector or
dipole in particular (Einthoven, Fahr, and de Waart, 1913) have been the focus of
much effort. The multipole expansion, of which the dipole is the first term, provides a
complete description of the equivalent generator. Equations (22), (23), and (26)
relate the multipolar components to information available at the body surface and
1 GESELOWITZ, D. B. 1966. IEEE Trans. Bio-Med. Eng. In press.
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to the current sources. From equation (25), in the special case of a homogeneous
conductor the dipole term of the multipole expansion is simply the integral of the
vector function Ji over the volume, or the resultant of the current source moments.
For the particular definition of equivalent sources used here [see equation (22)]
this simple result no longer holds when inhomogeneities are present. When defining
an equivalent generator in the case of an inhomogeneous conductor, a choice has
to be made between a simple relation to the impressed currents and a simple relation
to the surface potentials.
Equation (30) is a generalization for an inhomogeneous conductor of the result
obtained by Plonsey (1965) and Stevens (1966). This equation involves a separate
knowledge of the potentials at the internal and external surfaces of the membrane.
On the other hand, equation (32) involves the transmembrane potential directly
and should be more useful when attempting to relate potentials in the volume con-
ductor to current-voltage characteristics of the membrane.
It is important to realize that a particular redundancy is present in equations (30)
and (32) as a consequence of the assumption of equation (28). Vi and Ve are not in-
dependent. Neither is (V,- Ve) independent of Jm. Since the interior of the cell
has been assumed to be source-free, the potential on the boundary determines the
potential everywhere in the interior including its normal derivative at the boundary.
From equation (28) the normal derivative of the potential is now specified on the
boundary of the region external to the cell, which is also source-free. Hence the
potential is known everywhere outside the cell to within an arbitrary constant.
It follows that the constraints imposed by the laws of electricity and the geometry
lead to an equation relating Jm to (Vi - Ve) when either one is specified over the
cell boundary. This relationship will, in other words, characterize the electrical
load seen by the membrane. An example of such a result is the cable equation for a
cylindrical axon surrounded by a thin conducting sheath. Equations (30) and (32)
as they stand relate the potentials in the volume to the membrane potentials and
currents at each instant of time. Addition of the current-voltage characteristics of
the membrane would then complete the description of bioelectric potentials in a
volume conductor at the level of Maxwell's equations and the constituent relations.
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